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Alexandra Rösch demonstrates how to make friends with the crows in your backyard using a little food and a little patience.


Chris Fleming gives a next level impression of the person who coined the word "umpteenth."

Bitcoin companies saw their customers' personal information leak after a HubSpot employee account was hacked.

"I am seething with resentment about this."

This Ford Bronco Is Filled With The Forbidden Chocolate Milk
The P&O sackings is where you end up when business and government undermine basic protections and lose touch with common decency.

Here's A Breakdown Of How A Tesla Jumped 50 Feet Into The Air Before Crashing Into Parked Cars In Los Angeles
Brussels set to finalize stringent legislation targeting Silicon Valley giants.

A hungry bear in Connecticut messed with the wrong pigs.

Everyone on board is feared dead, but specifics are still unknown.

With all its complexities, a chain of this size is hard to pull off. This one was postponed three times. But with
many waiting for a kidney, it's a critical opportunity to save some lives.

To Make Safer Streets, Design Them For Drunk Drivers Your sex mindset can dictate how you deal with problems in the bedroom, with huge consequences for relationship quality.

Scientists Discover New Form Of Ice — May Be Common On Distant, Water-Rich Planets If your oil looks delicious, you've probably made a mistake.

Going Undercover With The Pagan Motorcycle Club In a shocking memoir Riding with Evil, federal agent Ken Croke details his time undercover with a violent white supremacist gang.

The Data Doesn't Back Him Up

Comedian Imagines What Life Is Like For The Guy Who Came Up With The Word 'Umpteenth' Researchers are starting to train AIs to sense relationship red flags using invasive phone surveillance. But if you're okay with being watched by a machine, it might be able to tell you whether someone is a bad match long before you ever realize.


Breaking Up Is Hard, But What If You Had An AI Do It For You? Could I become a pro at love with nothing but an Oculus VR headset and a few flirty pick-up lines?

A Bear Climbed Into This Pig Pen And Soon Realized He Made A Huge Mistake Arrests of U.S. citizens hundreds of miles from the border. Claiming drug busts from across the state. Changing statistics. We dug into the data Texas leaders use to boast about Operation Lone Star, and it raises more questions than answers.

Can You Meet People For Love In The Metaverse? Travis Rice revealed how an infamous Los Angeles street with a 32 percent grade allowed a Tesla to get mad air.

Help! My Mother-In-Law Made Me Cancel The Coolest Part Of My Wedding Weekend Reducing the risk of deaths and injuries from traffic crashes and other mishaps means planning our built environment with an acceptance that people make mistakes.